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hinese parents prize education
probably above all other gifts they
can hand on to their children, and
are keen for their kids to study
abroad at the best universities.
Australia and the US have been wooing
Chinese students, with strong degrees of
national identity helping sell the product.
Ireland has a way to go. Minister for
Education Ruairí Quinn was in Hong
Kong, Beijing and Shanghai last week with
an Enterprise Ireland trade delegation of
more than 15 educational institutions,
including University College Cork,
There are some 5,000 Chinese studying in Ireland of which 300 are pursuing
PhDs, and they fluctuate between being
the largest and the second largest nationality grouping, but the aim is to expand this
number. “I see China as a 10 or 15-year
strategy,” said the Minister. “There are
structural things that have to be done in
the garden, and there is regular maintenance and seasons within that period.

“It’s not a smash and grab situation.
And if people see it as a smash and grab
situation, the people who will be smashed
will be us. The country is vast, so I’m
anxious to ensure there is coherence in
the message. This is a very coherent
country. Education is an international
traded service. That will drive some
purists absolutely bananas, but that’s the
way people see it and the way parents
regard it, particularly parents here who
want their children to go abroad for
education.”
He spoke of one secondary school they
visited where he was told all the students
go to university and 20 per cent study
abroad. “We’re not dealing with the
secondary school market at all but we are
dealing with people with that level of
expectancy,” said Mr Quinn.

Innovation
A big issue in China is innovation, and
when Mr Quinn met his counterpart Yuan

Guiren, this was an area they discussed.
Indeed, Mr Quinn extended an invitation
to Mr Yang to visit Ireland to see the
Young Scientist competition, an invitation
that was well received.
The visit saw the official launch of the
Beijing-Dublin International College, a
joint campus of UCD and Beijing University of Technology, which will focus on
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science,
engineering
and2013
technology,
business, management, creativity,
innovation and entrepreneurship – all
sought after concepts in China right now.
Under the partnership agreement
between UCD and BJUT, the new international college will offer dual degrees
across a range of subject areas, beginning
with software engineering, the internet of
things engineering, statistics and finance.
The longer-term plan is to develop a full
international university, which will award
its own degrees.
“We are very conscious of the opportunities for students from both countries
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Kildare village firm looks to China
Luxury shopping outlet Kildare Village reported a 127 per cent increase in
tax refund sales last year, and a big
driver behind that was spending by
Chinese visitors to the outlet, which
increased by 136 per cent in 2012.
As reported in The Irish Times last
month, Kildare Village has proven popular with wealthy Chinese visitors to
Europe, and has focused on growing
business from the emerging Chinese
market.
With this in mind, it sponsors the
Dublin Chinese New Year Festival, including the Chinese New Year Film
Festival.
Now Kildare Village’s parent, Value
Retail, is planning to take the idea to
China. Value Retail operates nine
“chic outlet shopping villages” around
Europe, serving London, Paris, Milan,
Munich, Madrid, Barcelona, Frank-

Future Proof

furt, Brussels/Dusseldorf, and, of ■ The Suzhou shopping outlet has a
course, Dublin.
catchment area of 40 million
Now it is looking to the booming Chi- customers within a one-hour drive
nese retail market, and Value Retail
has formed a venture in Suzhou, an attractive city not too far from Shanghai. drive and over 80 million within a
It is modelled on the shopping desti- three hour drive, and the location in Sunation, Bicester Village, which the zhou puts it within easy reach of China's dynamic tier one cities including
We are excited by Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and
Hong Kong, Value Retail said.
the prospect of
“We are delighted to be moving forwhat we and these
ward on this ground-breaking project
in China with our brand partners. For
[luxury] brands can
over 15 years, Value Retail has specialachieve together
ised in serving the world’s leading fashion and luxury brands,” said Scott Malgroup said will respond to the opportu- kin, chairman of Value Retail.
“We are excited by the prospect of
nity presented by today’s fastest growwhat we and these brands can achieve
ing retail market.
The outlet has a cachement of 40 together in today’s fastest growing remillion shoppers within a one hour tail market.”
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